
 
 

Wholesale 
TERMS & CONDITIONS 

 
 

Bayíri is a non-seasonal Brand. We present 1 new 
collection at the beginning of the year, while we 
restock your favourite styles according to demand, so 
you can order from our current collection all year 
round.  
 
SHIPPING 
We ship worldwide. All Prices are EXW (ex-warehouse). 
Buyers are responsible for shipping costs. Buyers outside the EU 
will be responsible for shipping, all taxes and customs. 
 
PRICES 
All Wholesale prices in Order Form are set in Euros and they are 
excluding taxes.  
For EU buyers outside Spain, a valid European VAT number will 
be necessary or 21% IVA  (Spanish VAT) will be charged. 
 
ORDERS DEADLINE 
•For Pre-orders on new styles: end of FEBRUARY 
•For Stock Order: no deadline. 
 
DELIVERY DATE 
•For Pre-orders approximate: JULY  
•For Stock Order: delivery within 2 - 4 weeks from payment, 
depending on stock availability. 
 
PAYMENT 
•For Pre-orders: 
Once we send the Order Confirmation:   
30% deposit of the total amount has to be paid within 15 
working days. 
70% balance must be paid before order delivery. 
 
•For Stock Order: 
Once we send the Order Confirmation:   
100% of total should be paid within 15 working days. 
 
* We accept payment by Credit/Debit Card via STRIPE (+other 
payment methods depending on each country) and Bank Transfer 
via TRANSFER WISE.  
Sending the order to us implies, that the buyer accept and agrees 
the payment conditions. 
 
PRODUCT ORDER 
Please fill the Order Form with all your company details and send 
it by email. 

The order will be considered placed as we send you the Order 
Confirmation and received the first payment. 
You can cancel or modify your order within the next 7 days; 
further cancellations will not be accepted. 

 
ORDER MINIMUM 
•For Pre-Orders 
The minimum order is of 500 euros. Conditions as follow: 
- No minimum quantities for Creatures.  
- For Clothes and Accessories, minimum order is 2 pieces per 
style and size. 
 
•For Stock Orders 
No minimum order quantity. 

 
COMPLAINS 
Claims are accepted until 15 days after delivery date, if you 
have received an incorrect or defect item. Posterior Claims will 
not be accepted.   
* Hand Made items might have small difference between them, 
that’s what makes them unique and special. 

 
COMMUNICATIONS 
We will provide relevant information and documents about our 
products (Order Form, Catalogue, Product Images and Baby 
Looks images) via a shared folder in Google Drive or other. The 
link file will be provided by e-mail. The rest of communications 
(Order Confirmations, Invoices and individual Communications) 
will be send by e-mail. 
 
PRODUCT CANCELLATIONS 
We reserve the right of cancelling some products on the 
production. This will be informed to the buyers and Order update 
will be made. 
 
PRICE REDUCTIONS 
Our collections are created to be Non-Seasonal so we would like 
that price reductions on our products does not exceed 30% off. 
Thanks for your comprehension! 
 
COLLABS 
We are open to collaborations and special orders with other 
brands or stores. 
 
LEGAL 
Spanish law shall govern these terms and we both agree to the 
jurisdiction of the courts of Madrid. 
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